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The Delaware Valley Orienteering Association is a non-profit organization founded in 1967 for the purpose
of providing education and organized events in the support of recreational and competitive orienteering in New
Jersey, Delaware and southeastern Pennsylvania. DVOA is a Mid-Atlantic regional member club of The United
States Orienteering Federation (USOF) and the International Orienteering Federation (IOF).
Inquiries about orienteering should be sent to DVOA, 14 Lake Drive, Spring City, PA 19475-2721, or use
the DVOA telephone hotline (610) 792-0502 ( 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. EST) or e-mail at Frankdvoa@aol.com

Officers:
President Ed Scott 610-582-2128 1608 Cocalico Rd, Birdsboro, PA 19508
Vice President Ralph Tolbert 610-255-4181 4 Appleby Lane, Landenberg, PA  19350-1253
Secretary/Treasurer Mary Frank 610-792-0502 14 Lake Drive, Spring City, PA 19475-2721
Publicity position open
Education & Clinics Mark Frank 610-792-0502 14 Lake Drive, Spring City, PA 19475-2721
Training Fred Kruesi 610-363-7459 703 Brooke Rd., Exton, PA  19341-1918

Wyatt Riley
Scout Activities Ed Scott 610-582-2128 1608 Cocalico Rd, Birdsboro, PA 19508
Mapping Jim Eagleton 215-283-0137 2507 Navajo Path, Ambler, PA 19002
Technical Director Tom Overbaugh 302-368-8168 210 Fieldstream Dr, Newark, DE  19702-3115
Statistics & Ranking Kent Shaw 610-917-9944 117 Oakwood Lane, Phoenixville, PA 19460
Teaching Kits Mary Frank 610-792-0502 14 Lake Drive, Spring City, PA 19475-2721
Equipment Admin. Fred Kruesi 610-363-7459 703 Brooke Rd., Exton, PA  19341-1918
Equipment Set #1 Tim & Peggy Walsh 610-446-3255 554 Strathmore Rd, Havertown, PA 19083
Equipment Set #2 Ralph Tolbert 610-255-4181 4 Appleby Lane, Landenberg, PA  19350-1253
Equipment Set #3 Mark & Mary Frank 610-792-0502 14 Lake Drive, Spring City, PA 19475-2721
Equipment Set #4 Jim Eagleton 215-283-0137 2507 Navajo Path, Ambler, PA 19002
Equipment Set #5 Ed & Judy Scott 610-582-2128 1608 Cocalico Rd, Birdsboro, PA 19508
String-O Coordinator Victoria Lingg 610-286-0327 2386 Conestoga Creek Rd, Narvon, PA 17555
Archives & Library Caroline & Kent Ringo 856-429-2677 212 Westover Dr, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
Briar Patch Editor Nancy Sharp 610-921-1133 3439 Fairfield St., Laureldale, PA 19605
A-Event Coordinator Randy Hall 610-935-3088 1632 Oak Hill Rd, Chester Springs PA 19425
Junior Coordinators Janet Porter 215-679-7829 438 Main St., Red Hill, PA 18076

Mark Cornish 610-404-0317 4923 Apple Dr., Reading, PA 19606-3442
Web Master Kent Shaw 610-917-9944 117 Oakwood Lane, Phoenixville, PA 19460
Permanent Courses John DeWolf 610-692-3632 1033 S. New St., West Chester, PA 19382
Term Exp Yr: Trustees:
2003 Tim Walsh 610-446-3255 554 Strathmore Rd, Havertown, PA 19083
2004 Jason Tong 609-924-4435 31 Benjamin Rush Lane, Princeton, NJ  08540
2005 Clem McGrath 610-344-0275 300 E Evans St., Apt. 267, West Chester, PA 19380
2006 Mark Cornish 610-404-0317 4923 Apple Dr., Reading, PA 19606-3442
2007 Bob Gross 610-404-1185 2668 Plow Rd, Birdsboro, PA 19508

The United States Orienteering Federation membership entitles you to reduced rates at national events,
national ranking points for “A” class participants, and receipt of Orienteering North America™  8 times a
year.  Contact DVOA secretary for membership forms and information on nationally sanctioned two-day
events.
USOF Exec Dir Robin Shannonhouse 404-363-2110 PO Box  1444, Forest Park, GA 30298

E-mail: rshannonhouse@mindspring.com
USOF Reg Board Rep Alan Petit 301-840-5844 13100 Darnestown Rd, Gaithersburg, MD 20878
USOF Alt Board Rep Jim Eagleton 215-283-0137 2507 Navajo Path, Ambler, PA 19002
USOF Reg Club Rep Mark Frank 610-792-0502 14 Lake Drive, Spring City, PA 19475-2721

“Notes from the Briar Patch” is DVOA’s official newsletter.  It is published four times a year and is sent to
currently enrolled members.  Its purpose is to communicate information and serve as a forum for the
exchange of ideas and opinions.  Articles and letters are welcome and should be sent to the Briar Patch
editor, who retains the right to print, edit or reject submitted material on the basis of its appropriateness to
this publication and space limitations.

DVOA Hotline: 610-792-0502 (9 a.m. to 10 p.m. EST)
Press “3” for next upcoming events; Press “4” to leave message on membership or educational programs

Visit DVOA on the world-wide web at http://www.dvoa.org/
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER
 

Well… just got my second reminder that it's time to submit my quarterly message.
There’s something to be said for only doing one term, in that there are only so many fresh
topics to write about.

This winter, unlike the past two or three, it has been evident why we always have shut
down in February.  If you’ve been in the woods the past couple weeks, you know the effort it
takes just to go a half mile in snow-covered terrain.  I set a 10-control score event at Camp
Mack for scouts on March 1 and was exhausted after setting and picking up the controls.
Hopefully, most of the snow will be gone for our first events of the new season.

We are faced with a couple open dates again this season due to a lack of event directors.
The tentative fall schedule is on the web site.  If you are willing to fill some of those vacancies,
please let me know, preferably by e-mail (scottdvoa@talon.net), so I will have it and can bug
you again in future years.

The pre-registration for the Mid-Atlantic Scout Orienteering Championships (MASOC),
our spring scout event at French Creek, is well ahead of other years.  Through the efforts of
Glen Piper and Dave Prine, we got four pages of coverage in Boys Life magazine.  The effect
of that article has not yet been felt, but over the next few weeks I expect the start times for
the event to be filled.  The reserved campsites were all taken by March 4th.  If the numbers
climb as I expect, I’ll need more helpers than I have in past years.

Two revised maps will make their debut this spring.  The long-awaited Hibernia map and
a revised Hawk Mountain Scout Camp map are now waiting to be picked up at the printer.
Our mappers from Russia also knocked out a large portion of the new Fair Hill (MD) map
this winter and may return again soon to do some more.

SVO will need our help staffing some day-of-event work slots at their A event in April.
Please plan to attend and also volunteer to work a couple hours.  Our spring and summer
schedule is also full of opportunities to help your club.  Leaning into a cold March wind at
Brandywine or basking in the sun at Valley Forge in August, DVOA needs your help to make
it all happen.  Come out and enjoy our courses and help out so more can enjoy them with
you.

Ed Scott
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Last Name First Name Sex/Age Club Score
1 Campbell Alison F 10 DVOA 1619.56

1 Hill Jamie F 12 DVOA 2066.06
2 Cornish Susan F 12 DVOA 2099.27
3 Meyer Rebecca F 12 DVOA 2766.86

1 Zhuk Kate F 18 DVOA 1588.38
2 Porter Corinne F 18 DVOA 1628.86
3 Terefenko Lauren F 18 DVOA 2058.92

2002 Year in Review
2002 Champions

Place Name Class Score
Overall Champions
Men
1 Sergei Zhyk M21 885.37
2 Mihai Veres M40 937.37
3 Graeme Ackland M40 958.43
4 Gregory Balter M21 1015.59
5 Wyatt Riley M21 1036.96
Women
1 Jane Ackland F35 1279.28
2 Sandy Fillebrown F45 1299.24
3 Elitsa Healy F21 1379.45
4 Angelica Riley F21 1469.32
5 Kate Zhuk F18 1588.38

Age 14-17 Champions
Men
1 Patrick Pomian M14 1386.68
2 Paul Ort M14 1509.89

3 Hunter Cornish M14 1572.26
4 Erik Eddy M16 1663.68
5 Mihai D. Veres M16 1815.85
Women
None

Under 14 Champions
Men
1 Brandon Shourds M12 1955.61
2 Jonathan DeWolf M12 1993.34
3 Greg Ahlswede M12 2064.49
4 Robert Frank M10 2095.04
5 Michael DeWolf M10 2532.04
Women
1 Alison Campbell F10 1619.56
2 Jamie Hill F12 2066.06
3 Susan Cornish F12 2099.27
4 Rebecca Meyer F12 2766.86

How are the club rankings calculated?
First, there are some general non-math related rules:
1. Must participate in at least four events to be included in the rankings.
2. For every five events in which you participate, the worst score will be discarded. Participate in ten events and two will be

discarded, etc.
3. Running as part of a group does not count.
4. If you run more than one course at an event, only the most difficult course for that event will count.
5. Must be a member of DVOA, SVO or POC in order to be listed in the rankings.
6. Must be a member of DVOA in order to win.
7. DNFs do not count in the rankings, but they are counted as a worst score and will be included in the list of scores that are

discarded. (See rule #2).
Now for the math:
•  Each finish time is converted to total seconds. All calculations are based on total seconds.
• The average time of the top three finishers on each course is calculated. The top three times are used, regardless of whether

or not they were posted by club members, nonmembers or groups. No correction factor is used when calculating this
average.

• Each finisher's time is multiplied by a time factor based on the course difficulty level:
- Blue 0.95 , Red 1.0 (1.05 if there is a blue course for that event), Green 1.3, Brown 1.4, Orange 1.5,  Yellow 1.7,  White
1.9

• Each adjusted time is divided into the top-three-average time for that course.
• The result of the above is a ratio that typically is a very small number, so it is multiplied by 1000 simply to scale it to a bigger

number. For example, 1415 is easier to deal with than 1.415.

2002 Club Rankings

1 Healy Elitsa F 21 DVOA 1379.45
2 Riley Angelica F 21 DVOA 1469.32
3 Rupp Liza F 21 DVOA 1799.66
4 McMahan Sandy F 21 DVOA 1913.35
5 Keim Julie F 21 SVO 2091.86

1 Ackland Jane F 35 DVOA 1279.28
2 Fitch Anne F 35 DVOA 1666.51
3 Donahue Megan F 35 SVO 1828.51
4 Miraski Billie Jo F 35 DVOA 1977.18
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5 Ulrich Dominique F 35 DVOA 2070.19

1 Frank Mary F 40 DVOA 1631.07
2 Meyer Valerie F 40 DVOA 1885.16
3 Morgan Dawn F 40 DVOA 2356.00
4 Tordonato Toni F 40 DVOA 4181.87

1 Fillebrown Sandy F 45 DVOA 1299.24
2 Ahern Linda F 45 DVOA 1913.21
3 Supplee Audra F 45 DVOA 1925.01
4 Sharp Nancy F 45 DVOA 2078.06
5 Geist Kathleen F 45 DVOA 2324.92
6 Harford Sue F 45 DVOA 2450.49
7 Porter Janet F 45 DVOA 2459.57
8 Graffman Karen F 45 DVOA 2471.16
9 Bullitt Anne F 45 DVOA 2559.45
10 Meyer Sherryl F 45 DVOA 2569.09
11 Terefenko Donna F 45 DVOA 2618.91
12 Phillippi BettyJean F 45 DVOA 3734.53

1 Nocera Jane F 50 DVOA 2282.56
2 Colclaser Kate F 50 DVOA 2465.09
3 Cassidy Maryann F 50 DVOA 2471.18
4 Eck Linda F 50 DVOA 2550.98
5 Ort Karen F 50 DVOA 2922.14
6 Samans Deborah F 50 DVOA 3246.51

1 OConor Jean F 55 DVOA 1768.67
2 Lingg Tory F 55 DVOA 2664.22
3 Siegler Sharon F 55 DVOA 2913.39

1 Edwards Peg F 60 DVOA 2014.11
2 Harder Brenda F 60 DVOA 2891.68

1 Ringo Caroline F 75 DVOA 4248.33

1 Frank Robert M10 DVOA 2095.04
2 DeWolf Michael M10 DVOA 2532.04

1 Shourds Brandon M12 DVOA 1955.61
2 DeWolf Jonathan M12 DVOA 1993.34
3 Ahlswede Greg M12 DVOA 2064.49
4 Rosenberger Brian M12 DVOA 3556.15

1 Pomian Patrick M14 DVOA 1386.68
2 Ort Paul M14 DVOA 1509.89
3 Cornish Hunter M14 DVOA 1572.26
4 Miraski Daniel M14 DVOA 1848.84
5 Menendez Troy M14 DVOA 2220.50

1 Eddy Erik M16 DVOA 1663.68
2 Veres Mihai D. M16 DVOA 1815.85
3 Miraski Jr Kenny M16 DVOA 1829.89
4 Wilshire Patrick M16 DVOA 2295.09
5 Menendez Nathan M16 DVOA 2812.52

1 Menendez Eric M18 DVOA 1498.10
2 Thomas Michael M18 DVOA 1738.60
3 Cornish Chuck M18 DVOA 1778.11
4 Ahlswede Ben M18 DVOA 2566.18

1 Zhyk Sergei M21 DVOA 885.37
2 Balter Gregory M21 DVOA 1015.59
3 Riley Wyatt M21 DVOA 1036.96
4 Tencariu Florin M21 DVOA 1141.81
5 Shannon Patrick M21 DVOA 1220.78
6 Steere Chris M21 DVOA 1391.37
7 Zombori Marcell M21 DVOA 1527.79

1 Campbell John M45 DVOA 1072.19
2 Crabb Chuck M45 DVOA 1157.56
3 Pullman Bill M45 DVOA 1189.75
4 Eagleton Jim M45 DVOA 1196.29
5 Whitmore Brad M45 DVOA 1209.14
6 Cornish Mark M45 DVOA 1260.92
7 Meyer Bob M45 DVOA 1343.33
8 Supplee Brian M45 DVOA 1363.31
9 Frank Mark M45 DVOA 1373.78
10 Parson Dale M45 DVOA 1436.67
11 Ball Mike M45 DVOA 1477.08
12 Stephens Mike M45 DVOA 1541.72
13 Olsen Guy M45 DVOA 1566.43
14 Tolbert Ralph M45 DVOA 1573.81
15 Sessions Tim M45 DVOA 1672.07
16 Buraczynski Robert M45 DVOA 1688.47
17 Gross Bob M45 DVOA 1689.53
18 Hill Brian M45 DVOA 1692.58
19 Mavus Ron M45 DVOA 1711.23
20 Ahern Mike m45 DVOA 1726.94
21 Reeps Steve M45 DVOA 1806.46
22 Kline Dave M45 DVOA 1810.53
23 Maglaty Joseph M45 DVOA 1823.01
24 Rosenberger Robert M45 DVOA 1834.05
25 Treisner George M45 DVOA 1839.06
26 Hall Robert M45 DVOA 1948.68
27 Porter Dennis M45 DVOA 1994.13
28 Eddy Dick M45 DVOA 2118.24
29 Hamer Joe M45 DVOA 2204.14
30 Tong Jason M45 DVOA 2231.11
31 Gardner Eugene M45 DVOA 2554.46
32 Mills Roger M45 DVOA 3978.73

1 Bortz Ron M50 DVOA 1251.74
2 Favorite Rob M50 DVOA 1515.20
3 Fink Bob M50 DVOA 1640.86
4 Shaw Kent M50 DVOA 1656.27
5 Bertram Mike M50 DVOA 1661.14
6 Wilkison Rob M50 DVOA 1702.58
7 Fischer Robert M50 DVOA 1751.17
8 Kruesi Fred M50 DVOA 1806.55
9 Robinson Charles M50 DVOA 1922.75
10 Walsh Tim M50 DVOA 1966.97
11 Ort John T M50 DVOA 1978.22
12 Miraski Ken M50 DVOA 2030.22
13 Marino Tim M50 DVOA 2102.21
14 Niemann Ed M50 DVOA 2118.58
15 Whiffen Rick M50 DVOA 2366.75
16 Geist Larry M50 DVOA 2724.89

1 Darrah Dave M55 DVOA 1511.12
2 Burg Bob M55 DVOA 1542.35
3 Scott Ed M55 DVOA 1599.56
4 Hogle Francis M55 DVOA 1900.10
5 Lopez Alan M55 DVOA 1978.38
6 Gaunt Bob M55 DVOA 2221.98
7 Martin Roger M55 DVOA 3269.25
8 MacMullan III Hugh M60 DVOA 1305.43
9 Wood Ron M60 DVOA 1576.66
10 Zeidman Bruce M60 DVOA 1667.29
11 Shannon Bill M60 DVOA 1818.87
12 Williams John M60 DVOA 1828.55
13 Zaharia Theo M60 DVOA 2196.67
14 Kennerly Craig M60 DVOA 2276.55
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15 Kusko Paul M60 DVOA 2480.58
16 Glickenstein Harvey M60 DVOA 2704.35

1 Edwards John M65 DVOA 1639.07

Place Name Class Club
Most Distance Orienteered
1 Brian Supplee M45 DVOA 206.18
2 Mihai Veres M40 DVOA 179.14
3 Ron Bortz M50 DVOA 156.12
4 Karl Ahlswede M40 DVOA 152.41
5 Randy Hall M35 DVOA 150.58
6 Sergei Zhyk M21 DVOA 149.19
7 Bob Burg M55 DVOA 146.79
8 Udaya Bollineni M21 DVOA 141.26
9 John Swaren M40 DVOA 139.54
10 Mark Cornish M45 DVOA 138.62

Greatest Climb
1 Brian Supplee M45 DVOA 5624.0
2 Mihai Veres M40 DVOA 5085.0
3 Ron Bortz M50 DVOA 4636.0
4 Karl Ahlswede M40 DVOA 4089.0
5 Bob Burg M55 DVOA 3886.0
6 Randy Hall M35 DVOA 3773.0
7 Sergei Zhyk M21 DVOA 3689.0
8 Mark Cornish M45 DVOA 3679.0
9 Udaya Bollineni M21 DVOA 3673.0
10 Chuck Crabb M45 DVOA 3520.0

Most Controls Punched
1 Brian Supplee M45 DVOA 441
2 Mihai Veres M40 DVOA 379
3 Bob Burg M55 DVOA 347
4 Karl Ahlswede M40 DVOA 334
5 Ron Bortz M50 DVOA 329
6 Randy Hall M35 DVOA 315
7 Rick Whiffen M50 DVOA 312

8 Udaya Bollineni M21 DVOA 311
9 Mark Cornish M45 DVOA 309
10 Ed Scott M55 DVOA 307

Fastest Overall Pace
1 Sergei Zhyk M21 DVOA 7:37
2 Gregory Balter M21 DVOA 7:38
3 Randy Hall M21 DVOA 7:41
4 Graeme Ackland M40 DVOA 7:44
5 Andras Revesz M40 DVOA 8:11
6 Mihai Veres M40 SVO 8:20
7 Tom Overbaugh M40 DVOA 8:52
8 Mark Voit M40 DVOA 9:03
9 Wyatt Riley M21 DVOA 9:12
10 John Campbell M45 DVOA 9:20

Category Total
Total Events 45
Total Orienteers 5278
Total Time (hh:mm:ss) 7161:48:04
Total Distance (km) 21695.92
Total Climb (m) 542442.00m
Total Controls 57761

Course Totals
Course Number Runners
White 43 437
Yellow 43 634
Orange 40 669
Brown 23 271
Green 38 1122
Red 33 517
Blue 14 153

Top 10/Fun Facts

1 Browne Jim M75 DVOA 1888.46

1 Ringo Kent M80 DVOA 3025.27

Tell us about it!
Have a training tip that helped you improve your O ability? A funny

experience that happened to you at an O meet that only a fellow orienteer
could appreciate?

Share them with your fellow DVOAers!  We’re always looking for anec-
dotes, puzzles, photographs, stories.

You can mail your submissions to the Briar Patch Editor, Nancy Sharp, at 3439 Fairfield St.,
Laureldale, PA 19605, or send e-mail to njsharp@aol.com.  Electronic submissions are greatly
appreciated!

In order to publish the Briar Patch in a timely manner, please send in your articles or meet
results and write-up by the following date:

Deadline for June 2003 issue: May 1, 2003
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Event Summary
Park Date Director Designer Orienteers
Rutgers Environmental Preserve 03-09-02 Graeme, Jane, James Ackland Graeme Ackland & Eric Weyman 96
White Clay Creek 03-10-02 Jeff Hanlon Jeff Hanlon 76
Colliers Mill 03-17-02 Rick Slater Rick Slater 55
Hawk Mountain 03-17-02 Dave Prine Dave Prine 61
French Creek West 03-24-02 Bob Gross & Chris Gross Chris Gross 133
Iron Hill 03-30-02 Ralph Tolbert Ralph Tolbert 64
Valley Forge Fatlands 04-07-02 Mary Frank Mark Cornish 127
Egelmans Park 04-13-02 Karl Ahlswede Karl Ahlswede 28
Nockamixon 04-13-02 Sharon Seigler & Steve Aronson Sharon Seigler & Steve Aronson 22
Elk Neck State Park 04-14-02 Ron Wood, Ralph Tolbert Ron Wood, Ralph Tolbert 52
Core Creek Park 04-20-02 Elitsa Healy Elitsa Healy 39
French Creek East 04-21-02 Fred Kruesi Mike Bertram/Kathy King 97
Evansburg State Park 04-28-02 Charlie Robinson Charlie Robinson 79
French Creek Central 05-05-02 Ed Scott Ed Scott 124
French Creek North 05-12-02 Mark Cornish Mark Cornish 118
Mt Penn Short Course 05-18-02 Nancy Sharp Harvey Lape 211
Mt Penn Short Course (Y) 05-18-02 Nancy Sharp Harvey Lape 30
Mt Penn A Meet (X) 05-19-02 Nancy Sharp Clem McGrath 211
Mt Penn A Event(Y) 05-19-02 Nancy Sharp Clem McGrath 32
Daniel Boone Homestead 05-26-02 Ed Scott Ed Scott, Mark Frank 71
Green Lane 05-27-02 The Porters The Porters 38
Valley Forge - Mt Joy 06-02-02 Bob Meyer Bob Meyer 162
Iron Hill 06-09-02 Tom Overbaugh Tom Overbaugh 79
Ft Washington Rec 06-16-02 Ralph Tolbert Ralph Tolbert 12
Hickory Run State Park 06-23-02 Rob Wilkison Rob Wilkison 51
French Creek West 07-07-02 Mark Frank Mark Frank 95
Assunpink 07-28-02 Jason Tong Rick Slater 60
French Creek East 08-04-02 Steve Aronson& Sharon Siegler Steve Aronson & Sharon Siegler 103
Mt Penn - Antietam 08-25-02 Ron Bortz & Alice Bortz Ron Bortz 92
Susquehanna 09-08-02 Nancy Sharp Ralph Tolbert 74
Four Mile Circle - Pakim Pond 09-15-02 Bob Burg Bob Burg 46
Hickory Run 09-22-02 Janet Porter Joe McNicholas 98
Core Creek Park 09-28-02 Elitsa Healy & Jason Tong Elitsa Healy 18
Valley Forge Fatlands 09-29-02 Mark/Mary Frank Mark Frank 147
Daniel Boone Homestead 10-05-02 Erik Eddy Erik Eddy, Mark Cornish, Ed Scott 20
Ridley Creek State Park 10-06-02 John De Wolf John De Wolf 145
Evansburg State Park 10-13-02 Udaya Bollineni & Rick Whiffen Bob Meyer & Udaya Bollenini 73
Quail Hill Scout Camp 10-20-02 Bob Rycharski & Jerry Smith Bob Rycharski& Theo Zaharia 112
Mount Penn - Pagoda 10-27-02 Mark Cornish Mark Cornish 102
Evansburg State Park 11-02-02 Dave Darrah, Roger Martin Dave Darrah 36
Brandywine State Park 11-10-02 Tom Overbaugh Tom Overbaugh 125
Allamuchy 11-17-02 Bill Shannon Patrick Shannon & Paul Regan 75
Nockamixon State Park 11-24-02 The Porters Janet Porter 97
Iron Hill 12-01-02 Sandy Fillebrown/Ralph Tolbert/

Nancy Sharp Sandy Fillebrown 138
Ridley Creek State Park 12-08-02 Mike Bertram & Kathy King  Mike Bertram & Kathy King 79
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Dave Prine
Dave Prine has been active for many years in promoting orienteering

through scouting.  He is the scoutmaster of Troop 529, which dominates
the Middle Atlantic Scout Orienteering Championships nearly every year.
He has helped Ed Scott by serving as the “day of event” meet director for
the Mid-Atlantic Scout Orienteering Championships (MASOC).  His
troop, with the help of Mark Cornish and Glenn Piper, is the nucleus of
the scout Venture Program that DVOA sponsors.  He is also responsible
for getting our scout championship event featured in the March 2003
issue of the scouting magazine Boys’ Life.

Dave runs a scout training weekend each year at Hawk Mountain
Scout Reservation, in conjunction with the Girl Scout O-Patrol.  This
includes a public event on Sunday for the general membership.  His
troop has installed several permanent orienteering courses, including the
current French Creek course, the Hawk Mountain course and the new
course at Daniel Boone.  One of the troop members is currently planning a permanent course for
Ridley Creek as his Eagle scout project.

Dave has been a member of DVOA since 1991.  He was elected a trustee in June 1996 to fill a
vacancy, and he served until his term expired in 2001.  He helped on the Finish crew at our Paths
to the Pagoda A-meet in 2002, has done educational programs, directed local events, and has
been available to help whenever needed.

Dave and his wife, Barb, live in Boyertown.  They have two sons, Matt and Jon, who are both
in college at the University Park campus of Penn State.  They have both been active in
orienteering for most of their lives.  Dave's listed hobbies are scouting, computers and reading.

Anne Fitch
Anne joined DVOA in 1991, having discovered us through an article in a

newspaper.  She became active immediately and by 1996 was elected to a
two-year term as club president.  She has been one of the mainstays at the
Hickory Run training weekend, giving instructions at whatever level is
needed.  She and Marie Reynolds, along with several others, dreamed up a
lot of ideas for social events such as a rock-climbing session, apres-O
spaghetti dinners, birthday celebrations, and other activities that helped
form close friendships and good support for club activities.  Those on the
long course at one French Creek event will remember that famous “water

Service Awards
In 1993 Kent and Caroline Ringo established an annual award to
honor outstanding service to our club.  Speed and orienteering prowess
are not the criteria; the intent is to honor some of those who, by their
dedication, inspiration and hard work, have contributed to the growth
of DVOA.
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stop,” the Surreal Cafe, that she cooked up with Matt Marcinek in the middle of a ruin—a table
set with tablecloth, fine china and candelabra.

Anne is definitely a competitive orienteer, having been DVOA point champ for 1993, 1994
and 1997, and always placing high in the rankings, both locally and nationally.

Anne lives in Ambler and is a single mom of three.  Grace is 19 and in college, Paul is 17 and
Rebecca 16.  Anne is a high-school French teacher and has taken groups of students on summer
excursions to France and other countries since 1995.  For hobbies she lists rafting, canoeing,
running, skiing (both XC and downhill),
traveling and reading, though she recently
discovered geocaching, and she enjoys coming
to our events on her new motorcycle.

The Manny Menendez Family
The Menendez family came to orienteering

through their son Eric’s interest in 4-H, and
they joined our club in 1994.  (In case you
didn’t know, there is a 4-H project in
orienteering).  The Menendezes are a good
example of a family becoming involved through
their children.  They may not all be highly
competitive orienteers, yet they all pitch in and
help out however needed.  Their three sons—
Eric, 18; Nathan, 16; and Troy, 14—have many other sports and school activities to compete for
their time.  (In fact, the reason they could not accept their award in person was because Eric was
playing euphonium in a district band performance which they were attending.)

Eric is a senior in high school and interested in studying computer engineering; he has
narrowed his college choices to Carnegie Mellon and Penn State.  Troy is in several vocal and
instrumental groups at school, as well as the math and young inventors clubs and the school
play.  Nathan spent two weeks this past summer at the Acadia Institute of Oceanography in
Maine and participates in the academic competition team and several musical groups at school.

Marsha works as a physical therapist, helps with school activities and teaches religion classes
at church.  She lists bike riding and sewing as her hobbies.  Manny has had a busy year at work
with several trips overseas to South Africa and Taiwan.  This has kept him from participating in
orienteering as often as he would like.  He lists music, biking, swimming and running as his
hobbies.

This busy family still finds time to win awards at national orienteering events and to help out
in various capacities at local events, including being meet directors and giving instruction to
newcomers.  They are keepers of the DVOA club O’ suits, ordering a supply as needed and
transporting them to meets.  Marsha helped with the successful silent auction at our winter
meeting last year, which helped raise money to support activities for the junior team.

May your trails be crooked, winding, lonesome, dangerous, leading to the
most amazing view. May your mountains rise into and above the clouds.
Edward Abbey, naturalist and author (1927-1989)
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The Four Seasons of Orienteering
By Kathleen Geist, DVOA’s resident naturalist

Spring - Season of thaw and bloom
In early spring the odd-hooded flowers of skunk cabbage appear in thawing

woodland swamps and marshes, pushing up, even through late snow or ice.
Orienteers who crush the spathes underfoot release their distinctive, well-named
scent.  In April the “spring ephemeral” wildflowers begin to shoulder their way
above the carpet of fallen leaves, displaying their delicate beauty to any orienteer
willing to slow down: small white and pink spring beauties, yellow bells of trout lily,
showy sprays of sky-blue bluebells, and various violets in white, yellow and, yes, violet.

By May a discerning orienteer may notice the green and speckled hoods of Jack-in-the-
Pulpits, or the white flowers of Mayapples nodding between paired parasol-like leaves.  Poison
ivy leaves are just beginning to emerge, so an unwary orienteer may not realize that running
through a little knee-high thicket of twisty, unbranched “saplings” with deep-red leaf buds could
leave allergy-inducing sap on their gaiters!  The leaves of shrubs and trees are just beginning to
unfurl, so visibility through the woods is still good.  The running in spring is often spongy and
mushy, as the last of the winter snow and ice are melting into the ground, engorging all the water
features on the maps.  While pausing to read the map, orienteers may notice the former winter
silence now broken by the music of returning migratory songbirds.

Summer - Season of sweat, bugs and blood
Lush green leaves now hide the flags and force orienteers to hone their map reading and

pacing skills.  Heat brings out the ticks, gnats and flies to join us in the forest:  don’t forget to
apply bug repellent!  Intermittent streams and marshes may be dry, and running is easier now

over the hard, dry ground.  Unfortunately, this is counterbalanced by the fact that
the “fight” now seems to be at its thickest and strongest.  Orienteers now must

chose between dressing to stay cool or trying to protect as much skin as possible
from thorns.  Stinging nettle is lush and tall in the shady damp areas, and the
deceptively weak-looking stilt grass grows tall enough in some sunnier forest
areas to hide entire fallen logs and trip the unwary.  In spite of all the stinging,

scratching, sweat and bugs, a seasonal bonus is that in July the blueberries are
ripe, so orienteers may be able to snack while they run!

Autumn - Season of fast running and maybe tripping
Falling leaves again make the forests open and clear, and O flags easier

to sight from a distance.  Cooler weather of autumn makes for much more
comfortable orienteering than the heat and humidity of summer.  Early
autumn is also the season of the giant orb spider webs. Some orienteers
perfect the web dodge or limbo; others who ignore or overlook a web in
their path may be surprised later by large eight-legged passengers.  As the
weeks progress, the antlers on the startled deer also progress from velvety
buttons and knobs to full, polished racks.  Prudent orienteers wear blaze
orange on Saturdays when hunters may also be in the forest.  The thick
carpet of leaves that crunches underfoot can also camouflage stony ground, groundhog holes and
low ruins of barbed-wire fences; orienteers who read their maps while running may end up flat
on their faces.  Wet weekends mean slippery leaves and logs; wear shoes with good traction!
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Hello there.

My name is Greg Pomian (Patrick’s father).  I just thought
that I’d send you a note telling you how much fun he’s been
having with orienteering, especially since we joined the club
this fall.  He got into orienteering after joining Dave Prine’s
scout troop (go figure), but he really enjoys the events.  He is also
proud to represent DVOA when he goes places.  I myself have competed a few
times since last year (mostly at the scout events); using the knowledge
gained from what Pat has learned, I was able to finish 2nd at NJSOC on the
adult-basic course, which I considered a huge accomplishment (compared to
last year’s 17th-place finish).

FYI - Hunter Cornish, Erik Eddy and Patrick Pomian competed in the
Regional High School Championships at Bowie Sate University in Maryland on
Dec 8th, which was sponsored by QOC.  They actually competed up one class
(they are all in Junior High), as they ran on an Orange course in the High
School JV class.  They won the event with Erik Eddy in 1st, Patrick Pomian
in 2nd and Hunter Cornish in 3rd.  It’s kind of tough to beat the team
that sweeps the top 3 spots.  They had a combined time of 201:33 and beat
2nd place FUMA by over 45 minutes.  Mark Cornish also competed on a Red
course and took 1st place with a time of 80:35, besting 2nd place by
17:38.

Thanks for your time.

Greg Pomian

Winter - Season of snow and sleep
Dressing for winter O is a mental as well as a physical challenge.  Underestimating the low

temperatures can lead to hyperthermia, while overdressing can lead to overheating followed by
being chilled as the sweat-soaked clothing cools.  The best bet is layered clothing that is easy to
remove and tie around the waist or stuff into fanny packs.  Snow can mean that the orienteers
ahead leave footprints to follow (but can you trust them?), and ice adds the need to develop
better balancing and acrobatic skills.  Now it’s hibernation time for our reptiles, amphibians and

groundhogs; and the non-evergreen trees, shrubbery and poison ivy are
leafless and dormant.  After the end of December, the local O season is also
dormant and takes a snooze.  The only O event until spring is whatever
deviousness the DVOA President dreams up for the special President’s
event in late January.  To keep in mental and physical trim during the
bleak O-less winter, it’s good practice to take to the woods with old maps
and practice finding features without the flags.

So what is the best season for orienteering?  All of them!  Each season requires different
skills and offers different pleasures.  Whether you enjoy finding flowers as much as flags, a fast
run on firm ground, the challenge of finding a way around or through “fight” or the crisp air of
winter, it is always a good time to take to the woods for orienteering!



Scenes from...
DVOA's winter
meeting

What typically happens at a DVOA winter meeting?
Some learning, for one thing; this year Eric Weyman
(standing in photo at top right) led a review of the
courses at the Mt. Penn A-event held last spring,
Sandy Fillebrown (seated, at right) showed how to use
OCAD to print courses using the computer and an ink-
jet printer, and Valerie Meyer (standing on the right in
the photo below)  gave some hands-on training on the
e-punch system.

All that learning can work up an appetite. There were
plenty of dishes at the covered-dish buffet to fill any
appetite, from hummus to chili to carrot cake.



We also held a business
meeting; shown at right are
DVOA's president, Ed Scott,
and the club's secretary-
treasurer, Mary Frank,
preparing the agenda.

During the meeting, we elected
a new trustee: Bob Gross,
shown at left, will serve a five-
year term.

Don't think it's all fun and food at the winter
meeting; there was a little work involved, too. Fred
Kruesi (seated), the club's equipment coordinator,
and Ralph Tolbert, vice president, sorted through
the equipment kits, hunting down controls that
should be retired.  (And quite a few were retired;
you should see some brighter controls in the
woods this spring and summer.)

Another important part of
the meeting is the
presentation of awards.
While the men's and
women's champs weren't
present this year, some of
the club's junior
champions were. Shown
at left, club statistician
Kent Shaw presents a
plaque to Alison
Campbell, women's under
14 champion. Three of
the top four 14-17 men's
champs are shown at left:

from left, Erik Eddy (#4), Hunter Cornish (#3) and Pat Pomian
(#1). The three are also members of the Exeter Backtrackers,
aka Venture Crew 529, which is sponsored by DVOA--and
which took second place at the interscholastic competition in
Atlanta earlier this year.
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...and more photos
Working on a new map: Vladimir Zherdev, standing, reviews
with Eric Weyman some of the details he found while field
checking the Fair Hill map this winter. Vladimir spent
approximately three weeks here; this, along with the two weeks
Alexey Zuev worked, yielded about 10 square kilometers of park
area mapped.  Fair Hill will be used for an A-event sometime in
2004.  Look for details from our new A-event coordinator, Randy
Hall, in the next issue of the Briar Patch.

Back-seat driver: Jared Falk and his dad, Chris, are studying
the map. Since this photo was taken last April, Jared has grown
too big for the backpack but, as his mom Kim says, he  should
be making his own way across the finish line this year.

Give me shelter: One new addition to DVOA's educational
kit is a pop-up canopy, which education coordinator Mark
Frank can use when taking information about orienteering
to outdoor venues. Another addition to the kit is the new
video profiling juniors' involvement in orienteering. The
video shows young people's enthusiasm for the sport--a
good start to getting more young people involved.
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Holiday Family Orienteering Club
Holiday orienteering has become a December tradition in my family.  The various permanent

courses have provided a ready orienteering course to use when my holiday guests get cabin fever
and need to stretch their legs.  About eight years ago four of us did a permanent course as a way
to get out of the car and burn off both adult calories and youthful energy.  Each year more and
more of the extended family have joined us.  Now when the various kids from out-of-state arrive
they ask two questions:  When do we open presents?  What day do we go orienteering?

At a course a year, we have worked through the permanent courses at Evansburg,
Nottingham and French Creek.  Twice I “used” the gang to test courses I had designed for up-
coming events.  Actually having people with the appropriate experience and age do the courses
was very helpful.  That way my courses were prevetted.  Being involved in planning an event was
a big deal, which they didn’t forget.  Mid year I would be asked how the courses they helped
design worked out, so now I send my results and writeup to Nancy, Kent and my Alpha test
group.

Last year we had the biggest turnout yet to for a Holiday Family Orienteering Event:  15
souls.  As the family orienteering events have become bigger, they have come to resemble local
meets.  This year I gave instructions to the whole group indoors at Grandmom’s house, complete
with predrawn maps.  I felt like I was doing a school presentation.  Various kids asked me about
documentation so they could use the event in relation to homeschool projects or Girl Scout
awards.

We piled into cars and drove to Valley Forge – Mount Joy for a slightly adapted version of
the History O that the juniors had offered the day of the relays in June 1999.  The group was
divided into three smaller groups.  I roved between the groups.  The group I predicted, the one
containing the original members of the Family Holiday Orienteering Club (HFOC), now teenag-
ers, finished the course the quickest.  They had the most experience and were the most competi-
tive.  My nephew said it was too easy; he wants a harder course next year.  I guess the next
Holiday Family Orienteering Event will offer multiple level courses.

The next quickest group contained the youngest Girl Scouts, who also answered all the
history questions correctly.  I was a bit surprised how long the last group spent answering the
History O questions, so I listened in on their process.  I had forgotten about the language issue.
My brother Mark was translating both the questions and all of the information
on the historical markers into Chinese for my sister in-law Judy, who was born
in Taiwan.  Mark and Judy then selected their answers together and translated
their answers back into English before entering it on the pink card.  They too
got all the questions right and were given extra points for doing it in Chinese.
They finished within a few minutes of the other groups and were promptly
ambushed with snowballs.

Using either the permanent courses, draft courses or file courses has
proved to be a flexible and effective strategy for introducing orienteering to the extended family.
Because we were not tied into a scheduled club event, the weather wasn’t as big of an issue as it
otherwise might be.  Early in the week we listened to the forecast and picked the most hospitable
day.  There is no set up, takedown or tables to be manned.  Because our start and finish times are
so close, no one ends up having to wait in a cold parking lot for long. The permanent courses, my
draft or file courses have proved to be great asset.

Joe McNicholas
HFOC President
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How old am I, in orienteering terms?
Ever wonder what you're supposed to enter in the box marked "CLASS" on our pink punch

cards?
Competitors are divided into classes by gender (M for male, F for female) and age as of

December 31 of the current year.
Please note: for orienteering purposes, everybody's birthday is January 1. No matter what

day you mark your birthday, you are considered that age all year. For example, if you are man
who is currently 49 and your birthday is Oct. 15. In 2002, you would have competed in the class
M45. Starting January 1, 2003, you now compete in class M50.

One nice thing about  orienteering is that you don't 'age' every year; you're grouped in a
class that may encompass two, three or five years.  And the classes help you determine what
course you should be running for your age, in order to be competitive with the others on your
course.  If you don't want to run your age, you can use the escape clause--and run in any open
class (indicated by M or F and the name of the course).
WHITE YELLOW ORANGE BROWN GREEN RED BLUE
F-10 F-14 F-16 F-18 F-20 F-21+ M-21+
F-12 M-14 M-16 F50+ F35+ M-20
M-10 Gr-Yellow F-Orange F55+ F40+ M35+
M-12 F-Yellow M-Orange F60+ F45+ M40+
Gr-White M-Yellow Gr-Orange F65+ M-18 M45+
M/F-White F70+ M50+ M-Red

M65+ M55+
M70+ M60+
F-Brown F-Green
M-Brown M-Green

Corrections from the December issue
Photos on the right page of the centerfold were from the New Jersey Scout event at Washington Crossing,
not the one at Quail Hollow.

History of Orienteering: One statement in the December issue of the Briar Patch (35 Years at Valley
Forge, page 31) needs some clarification.  Harald Wibye’s November 5 event at Valley Forge was not the
first known orienteering event in the United States, as stated, but it was probably the first event open to
the public.  In 1946, Bjorn Kjellstrom, inventor of the Silva compass and a former national orienteering
champion in his native Sweden, decided to go after the American market and built a factory at LaPorte,
Indiana, to manufacture compasses.  The first known orienteering meet in the US was held at nearby
Indiana Dunes State Park beside Lake Michigan on November 24, 1946.  It was organized by Bjorn and
scout leaders of the Potowatamie Council of BSA.  Senior scouts in pairs ran a three-point course.  The
winning team consisted of two small boys who used their heads.  Instead of going strictly by compass,
they used their compass and map together to find the more practical routes to travel.
(The above information is from Dave Linthicum’s meticulous research, which appeared in the November
1982 issue of Orienteering USA, the predecessor of Orienteering North America. Dave stated that seeing
the DVOA scrapbooks the year before had triggered his interest in tracing the history of orienteering in
this country, which he did so thoroughly in 55 pages of text, pictures and maps.  To read more of Dave’s
article, see our club library item #33.)
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Training Tips
Beginner’s Clinic: Using Contour Lines

By Mike Minium
Reprinted from the August 1996 issue of Contour Line, the newsletter of the St. Louis Orienteering Club

Those “squiggly brown lines” on orienteering maps are your most important guide on
intermediate and advanced courses.  Reading the considerable detail in these lines and using it to
your advantage is a skill that takes time and practice to develop.

The basic concept of a contour line is really quite simple: Every point on a given contour line
is at exactly the same elevation.  Every point not on the line must be either higher or lower than
points on the line.  Thus, if you are walking at a constant elevation (not climbing or descending),
then you are walking along (or parallel to) contour lines.  If you are going up or down, then you
are crossing contour lines.

Which is high and which is low?
Whenever a contour line completely encloses an area, the land inside the

enclosed area is higher than the ground on the line and outside the line.
Sometimes a contour line must enclose a lower area such as a quarry or

the land around a pond or sinkhole.  When a contour line must enclose a
lower area, small tick marks are drawn on the low side of the line.  These tick
marks may be used on other parts of the map, but they must always be used
when a contour line completely encloses an area that is lower than the sur-
rounding land.

The area enclosed by a contour line is always higher than the surrounding
land, unless the line has inward pointing tick marks.

Water features also provide clues to whether you are
going up or down.  Remember that water always flows down

hill.  When you go away from streams and rivers, you are usually climbing.
Along streams and rivers, look for a characteristic “u” or “v” shape in the

contour lines where they cross the waterway.  The open end of the “u” or “v”
always points downstream.

Now you should be able to identify high and low places on an orienteering map.  (Areas
enclosed by contour lines are hilltops; areas along streams and rivers are
generally valleys.)  Along the sides of major valleys there are often many small
valleys called reentrants.  A reentrant is shown with a “u” or “v” shape in the
contour line that opens into the main valley.  Between the reentrants are
spurs and ribs.  These are areas of high ground that extend out toward the
main valley.  The spurs and ribs are shown by “u” shapes that open away from
the main valley.

Often, reentrants have a sharper “v” shape to the contour, while spurs
and ribs have a broad “u” shape.
How high (or low) is it?

On every orienteering map, you will find a “contour interval” listed.  The
continued on next page
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Using Contour Lines - continued from page 17
contour interval is the amount of vertical (straight up or down) climb or descend-
ing you must do when you walk from one contour line to the next one.

A five-meter (16.5 foot) contour interest is most common on orienteering
maps, but 2.5 or three-meter intervals are used in some areas.

By counting the number of contour lines you must cross, you can figure how
much you will have to climb or descend.  In this example, go from the hilltop to
the stream.  You cross four contour lines.  If the contour interval is five meters,
you will descend 20 meters (about 65 feet).

Now, grab a map and head to your
favorite park and practice.  The only way you learn to
really understand contours is by spending time in the
woods.

Two Attack Terms
by Jon Nash

Reprinted from Hudson Valley Navigator, June 1999
Picture yourself in the woods.  You have just punched at your control, and now it’s time to

head off to the next one on your course.  It’s on the west side of a small boulder, in a fairly rocky
area about a kilometer away.  This could be hard to find, and you make a mental note to be
careful.

A lot of orienteers, especially those relatively new to the sport, will wind up chopping the leg
into lots of smaller ones.  They will then proceed, carefully and slowly, from point to point to
point.  Hmmm.… Leave the control and go 100 meters northwest to find the small cliff near the
spur.  From there, go 50 meters north to the shallow reentrant, where a west bearing can be
taken in the direction of the large boulder, which should be 75 meters more long the way.

Can using an attack point make that leg easier? Absolutely.  An orienteer using an attack
point would look at the map and see the large hill with the distinct cliff line—the attack point—
some 100 meters away from the control.  That orienteer would set his or her compass in the
general direction of the hill (it’s a big feature, so the bearing doesn’t have to be exact to get within
sight of it) and run for 900 meters.  At the hill, they would take one more bearing and carefully
orienteer into the control.

Which orienteer would get to the control first?  The one carefully taking bearings, slowly
proceeding from point to point in the woods?  Or the one who got to run 90 percent of the way
there, and only had to take one careful bearing? The answer is obvious: Using an attack point
increases your speed and can greatly reduce a long series of navigational decisions.

Attacking Through
Attack points can certainly speed up your arrival at a control location.  Attacking

through, our second “attack” term, can cut down on the amount of time you spend looking for
continued on next page
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the marker once you have gotten to the spot where you think it should be located but, for some
reason, it’s not.

Let’s face it.  No matter how much we might have trained, how many years we might have
been doing this, or how good we think we might be, we all make mistakes. We all have
orienteered to the spot we are sure has to be the location of the control, only to not find any sign
of the marker and, quite often, no sign of the feature we were looking for.

When this happens to an orienteer, it is common to see that person immediately stop, look at
the map, then, in a slow and deliberate walk, start searching the area before backtracking along
their approach.  It’s as though it is in the orienteers' nature to not believe they could be wrong
and, if they admit they are, to head back because we are all such fast runners the only mistake we
could have possibly made is to have run right by the control.

In many cases, though, the problem is that the orienteer did not go far enough!  Is there a
technique that can help you know whether you have gone too far or not far enough, and help you
relocate and eventually navigate back to the control?  Yes, attacking through.

Attacking through requires you to take a look at the features and terrain past the control you
are heading for.  By doing this, you can maintain the appropriate fastest pace in your navigation
to the control and to go for it!  If you don’t find your control on the first try, you should be able
to recognize whether you are in the area past the control.  If you are, relocate and attack back to
the control. If you are not, keep going on bearing, or, if you are “lost,” relocate and then proceed
toward the control.

Another Example
You are on your course.  The next control feature is a small pit.  It’s about 600 meters away,

through flat woods. You notice, because you realize the benefits of attacking through a control,
that the woods start to slope downwards about 50 meters past the control.  An orienteer who is
not aware of the technique of attacking through, and who can’t find the control, could lose
minutes wandering in the woods if they don’t find the control right away.  Have they gone too
far?  Not far enough?  Should you miss the control on your first attempt, however, you need
simply to take a look at the woods around you.  If it’s flat, you are not quite there yet.  If you are
on a downward slope, you’ve passed the marker.  Relocate and head back.

On Your Own in the Woods
You are now ready to attack your next orienteering course with the two attack terms that

every orienteer should know.
The attack point is the easy-to-find feature near your control that will allow you to cut down

on the amount of fine orienteering you need to do, while picking up your pace.
Attacking through means you will no longer be afraid of going for the control, because you

will be able to recognize whether you have reached the area of the control by having paid atten-
tion to the terrain and the features that lie just beyond it.

Overheard at a recent event:
“When I do green, I measure time by the calendar,
not by the clock.”
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Coming soon, to a park near you....

French Creek Mini-Rogaine
Mark your calendars for Saturday, June 21, 2003. The place to be is French Creek State Park,

for a mini-rogaine.  Details are still being worked out but most likely it will be 8 hours, from
10am to 6pm.  It’s a team event and will use at least the West, North and East orienteering
maps.  Controls will be at the intermediate to advanced level.

Event Director: Sandy Fillebrown, 215-246-5468, sfillebr@sju.edu
Course Planner: Mike Bertram
Pre-registration will be required.  Further details and on-line registration will be available on

the DVOA website later in the spring.

What is a rogaine?
 It's a race between teams traveling on foot and limited by time—a longer time than a stan-

dard orienteering event, often 6, 8, 12 or 24 hours.
Each checkpoint has a value in points and those points are awarded to each team that visits

it. The race is a competition to accumulate the highest score within the stipulated time limit.
Each team is a group of two to five  competitors who remain in each other’s company for the

entire period from the start until their retirement from the course. The team operates as a single
unit for the safety and support of its members and is not in any sense a relay team.

As in any sport, there are rules; here are a few, taken from Organizing a Rogaine by Rod
Costigan.  The online version is available at the USOF web site; click on the link to USOF  from
DVOA's website, then follow the link to Events and then to Rogaine Events. (Note: Several of
these rules are applicable to our standard orienteering events as well.)

The Rules of Rogaining
2. A team that has a member under fourteen years of age shall have a member over eighteen

years of age.

5. Competitors shall respect public and private property.

(a) Competitors shall not cross newly sown ground, growing crops, or any area deemed out-of-
bounds by the organizers.

(b) Competitors shall keep a reasonable distance from dwellings and stock with young.

(c) Competitors shall take all due care when crossing fences, crossing at corner posts or solid
posts wherever possible. Each team shall leave gates in the same position as they were found.

(d) Competitors shall not discard litter.

(e) Competitors shall not light fires on the course.

(f) Competitors shall not smoke on the course.

(g) Competitors shall not unduly damage native flora or fauna.

6. After obtaining map and checkpoint information, competitors shall not leave the start area
until the official start is signaled.
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Ridley Creek, December 8, 2002
Helpers: Helen and Jennifer King (map making); John Edwards and the Menendez family

(control setting); Peggy, Sharon and John Edwards, Jack Williams, Bob Fink, Mark Frank,
Robert Buraczynski (day of the meet).

I had this dream of white woods at Ridley.  Somehow the remapping had made the briars
disappear.  So I persuaded Kathy that we should design longish courses for fast running through
the open woods (typical Bertram courses, says Tom.  Don’t worry, Tom, for our next meet, we
will design a special blue course for you at 5km and 3 controls).  Of course I now know that the
white woods of my dream was snow.

If anything, there are more thorns at Ridley than the last time Kathy and I ran a meet there,
which was about five years ago.  John Edwards reckons that in the 30 years he has known the
park, the open areas have stayed open and the thick areas have stayed thick.  I still have a hope
that as the woods mature, the undergrowth will die back through lack of light.

The weather on the day of the meet was not too cold (except when you were standing around
all day).  The snow became slushy and slippery, which made the courses physically tough and the
times long.  A good number of scouts attended, which kept the numbers up, and there was the
usual sprinkling of adventure racers.

If you really hate the briars at Ridley, why don’t you attend one of the trail maintenance days
run by the Sierra Club.  They were hacking away at briars the day before the meet.

Mike Bertram & Kathy King
(note: results from the Ridley event were published in the Dec. 2002 issue of the Briar Patch)

9. Members of a team shall at all times remain sufficiently close together that verbal contact is
possible.

11. A team shall not accept assistance from nor collaborate with other people, nor deliberately
follow another team.

13. Each competitor shall carry a whistle at all times.

15. All team members shall approach to within twenty meters of and within sight of each check-
point for which points are claimed.

16. A team shall record its visits to a checkpoint by punching a single sheet (normally the score
card provided by the organisers) with the punch at the checkpoint marker and by filling in
the intentions sheet at the checkpoint with the time of arrival, the team number and the
number of the checkpoint that they intend to visit next.

19. Competitors shall not interfere with a checkpoint, water drop or any other facility placed on
the course by the organizers.

21. A team shall finish by all of the members reporting together to an administration area and
surrendering their score card. (Teams breaching this rule risk being responsible for a police
search.)

Mini-Rogaine - continued
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Presidents Cup 2003
The 2003 President’s Cup was held on a relatively warm and calm day when compared to

most of the rest of this past January.  I had planned on a mass start in snow with lots of track
following, so the legs were set across 250 meter “windows” cut out of the map.  Each leg had a
couple route choices with some possible relocation problems as the runners came out of the
“window” and back on to the map, thus I expected the tracks to provide nearly as much confu-
sion as help. So much for my best-laid plans.  Most of the snow was melted, and the lake was
frozen solid.  With a number of people ice fishing and skating, it was obvious that the ice was
solid enough for a safe crossing, so most of the field took two separate opportunities to cut the
distance and totally avoid one of the cut-out “windows.”  I expected something just under 40
minutes would win the course, but did not expect a pack finishing at 32 minutes.  All seemed to
enjoy running on the ice, and more than one commented on not having to do a “math thing”
again this year.  So all in all, we had a successful day for orienteering in January.

 Windows course: 5.2K, 120 M climb, 9 controls
1 Tom Overbaugh 32:06
2 Hunter Cornish 32:15
3 Randy Hall 32:20
4 Mark Cornish 32:33
5 Mike Hutchinson 33:07
6 Jessie Sturino 35:19
7 Steve Kreis 35:22
8 James Harris 36:35
9 Jim Eagleton 36:49
10 Mike Bertram 36:58
11 Ron Bortz 39:00
12 Greg Lennon 36:26
13 Bob Meyer 39:59
14 Angelica Riley 41:38
15 Alan Phillips 44:09
16 Ben Summers 46:52
17 Erik Eddy 47:06
18 Ben Ahlswede 48:15
19 Rob Wilkison 48:38
20 Bob Burg 49:20
21 Bob Gross 48:41
22 Sandy Fillebrown 50:50
23 Valerie Meyer 50:50
24 Mike Meteger 51:20

25 Robert Buraczynski 52:58
26 Roger Broome 56:38
27 Steve Aronson 57:05
28 Bob Burton 57:14
29 Julie Keim 58:56
30 Tim Walsh 59:15
31 Charlie Robinson 62:44
32 Bob Rycharski 69:20
33 Sandy McMahon 70:14
34 Karl Ahlswede 70:14
35 Kathleen Geist 73:43
36 Larry Geist 74:43
37 Sharon Seigler 78:18
38 Mike Forbes 99:06
39 Kent Shaw 105:2
40 Jean O’Coner 105:27
41 Sue Harford 108:27
42 Pat Burton DNF

Yellow Course: 3.65K, 55 M climb, 8 controls
1 Chris Young 35:00
2 Deb Samans 51:22
3 Greg Ahlswede 53:08
4 Julie Robinson Had a great time

When one tugs at a single thing in nature, he finds it attached to
the rest of the world.

John Muir, naturalist, explorer, and writer (1838-1914)
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Recent addition to our library:
# 185 TRAMPING THE RIDGEPOLE OF THE WHITE MOUNTAINS by Gardner E. Campbell,
Bromley & Company, Boston, 1938.  A handbook of advice on clothing, gear and routes for the novice
hiker.  This book, written more than sixty years ago, will be of interest to those who have traveled these
trails in more recent years.  One bit of dated advice: “If you are going into this thing seriously, $7 or $8 for
a pack that is specially designed to fit the back and around the hips is well worth the investment;
otherwise, $2 or $3 will do the trick nicely.”  However, advice about the weather still holds true:  “He who
climbs and backs away may live to climb another day.”  Booklet, 60 pp, b/w photos.  (Donated by a friend
of the Ringos, who found it among her father’s books.  12/02)

Not in our library, but recommended and probably available in most libraries:
THE TRACKER: THE TRUE STORY OF TOM BROWN JR., AS TOLD TO WILLIAM JON
WATKINS.  Berkley Books, NY 1978.  A fascinating account of the life of a resident of the New Jersey
Pine Barrens and how he learned from Stalking Wolf, an ancient Apache, and his own observations to
interpret tracks and other signs in the woods.  His skill has been put to use in numerous search-and-rescue
missions.  If speed is your main object in doing your course, you won’t find much help in this book and
“following” is frowned upon, anyway.  But if you love nature and want to get more out of your future
walks, or if you worry about lacking survival skills if you should ever become lost in the woods, then you
will probably enjoy this book.  Paperback, 230 pp, b/w line drawings of tracks.  (The Ringos will lend
their copy if you can’t find it in your local library.)

Want to learn more about the sport of orienteering?

DVOA Library
Want to improve your mapreading skills but don't know where to

start?
Looking for some exercises to get you out in the woods?
The answers to all these questions can be found in DVOA's library. DVOA has a collection of

more than 180 books, videos and puzzles.
The library can often be found at the registration table at local events and at the summer and

winter meetings.
Some are early books on orienteering that are now out-of-print but valuable for their historical

interest.  Some of the games and puzzles are just too bulky to transport to every event.  We want
you to browse in the two boxes we bring, but if you don't see what you want, JUST ASK!  In one
of the boxes is a list to all our titles.Call me at 856-429-2677, and I'll check on availability and
arrange a time and place for transfer.

Caroline Ringo, DVOA Librarian

Man is so made that he can only find relaxation from one kind of labor by taking
up another.

Anatole France, novelist, essayist, Nobel laureate (1844-1924)
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DELAWARE VALLEY ORIENTEERING ASSOCIATION
14 LAKE DRIVE
SPRING CITY, PA 19475-2721

FIRST CLASS MAIL

FORWARDING SERVICE REQUESTED

Some Questions Answered
What is orienteering?

In orienteering you use a map and compass to find your way across unfamiliar terrain.  In a typical
event, the organizer places orange-and-white control markers at various land features found on your map.
These markers act as checkpoint along the course.  The object of the sport is to use the map and compass to
locate the control markers and return to the finish.  Using your imagination and navigational skills, you try
to select the best route to each control.  Beware; the best route may not be the quickest route.  Once there,
you punch a score card, which verifies that you found the control.  There are many versions of orienteering
(on foot, bicycle or skis; at night; in relays; etc.), but the idea is still essentially the same: using a map and
compass to find your way across unfamiliar terrain.

What equipment do I need?
The only requirement is a compass. The best kind is a protractor type with a clear plastic base so that

you can see through it to the map underneath.  (The club can rent you one at meets for a nominal fee.)  The
club will supply the topographic map of the area.  There is usually an entry fee of $4 per map for members,
$7 for nonmembers.  Jogging shoes or lightweight hiking boots and old clothes (long pants for going through
the woods) compelte your equipment.  Wear a watch—there is always a time deadline.

What is DVOA?
The Delaware Valley Orienteering Association (DVOA) is a nonprofit organization chartered by the

United States Orienteering Federation (USOF) and the International Orienteering Federation (IOF).  The
club holds approximately45  events a year, which usually includes a national Class ‘A’ meet every year,
beginner meets, a training weekend, and even an occasional night meet. Membership in DVOA is open to
everyone and includes a subscription to the club’s newsletter and a discounted price for maps at local meets.


